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Abstract

How do users behave if they can tag each other in social net-
works? In this paper, we answer this question by studying the
interactive tagging network constructed by Twitter lists. Twit-
ter lists can be regarded as the tagging process; a user (i.e.,
tagger) creates a list with a name (i.e., tag) and adds other
users (i.e., tagged users) into the list. This tagging network
is by nature different from the resource tagging networks
(e.g., Flickr and Delicious) because users on this network can
tag each other. We address the following research questions:
(RQ1) What is the common patterns and the difference be-
tween the interactive tagging network and the resource tag-
ging networks? (RQ2) Do users tag each other on the interac-
tive tagging network? And if so, to what extent? (RQ3) What
is the difference between the two types of relationships on
Twitter: who-tags-whom and who-follows-whom? By quanti-
tatively studying million-scale networks, we found the perva-
sive patterns across the different tagging networks, and the in-
teractive patterns within the interactive tagging network. This
study sheds light on the underlying characteristics of the in-
teractive tagging network, which is relevant to the social sci-
entists and the system designers of the tagging systems.

1 Introduction
How do users behave if they can tag each other in social net-
works? What is the difference between tagging photos and
tagging users? If Smith tags Johnson as friends, does John-
son tag Smith back? Same question, if Smith tags Tomp-
son as sports, does Tompson tag Smith back? In this paper,
we answer these questions by studying the interactive social
tagging on Twitter 1, where users can tag each other.

The social tagging systems like Flickr 2 and Delicious 3

have been studied for years as the novel tools for anno-
tating resources without the central control and the main-
tained vocabulary (Golder and Huberman 2006; Gupta et al.
2010). Users on the systems are allowed to tag arbitrary re-
sources (e.g., photos) with arbitrary tags as they like. The
social tagging systems have attracted a lot of attentions of
researchers in this field because of their complex but use-
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: Two types of tagging networks: (a) Resource tag-
ging network where users are allowed to tag resources, and
(b) Interactive tagging network where users are allowed to
tag other users.

ful characteristics. The most important feature of the so-
cial tagging systems is that although users behave as they
like, the systems produce the well-organized tagging result
that is useful as the meta-data of resources (Halpin, Robu,
and Shepherd 2007). Researchers have also studied sev-
eral aspects of the tagging systems: analyzing users’ tag-
ging motivations (Heckner, Heilemann, and Wolff 2009;
Körner et al. 2010b), identifying the user interests on the
tagging systems (Li, Guo, and Zhao 2008; Yin et al. 2011),
and investigating the usefulness of the tagging results for
the recommender systems (Guan et al. 2010) and the web
search (Bao et al. 2007; Heymann, Koutrika, and Garcia-
Molina 2008).

Social tagging systems are often modeled as the graphs
where users and resources are represented as nodes and these
nodes are connected if users tag resources. We call this net-
work the resource tagging network. Figure 1(a) shows an
example of resource tagging networks. In most cases, users
on this network are only allowed to tag resources, in other
words, users cannot tag each other.

In contrast to the resource tagging networks, Twitter users
can tag other users by creating Twitter lists. Creating Twitter
lists can be regarded as the tagging process as follows (Wag-
ner et al. 2014): a user (i.e., tagger) creates a list with a name
(i.e., tag) and adds other users (i.e., resources) into the list.
Such tagging interactions can also be modeled as the graph
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where users are represented as nodes and they are connected
if they tag others. We call this network the interactive tag-
ging network. Figure 1(b) shows an example of the interac-
tive tagging networks. The interesting point of this network
is that users can be taggers and resources at the same time.

The interactive tagging network is worth studying on var-
ious aspects. First, it is important for system designers and
application developers of tagging systems to identify the dif-
ferences between the interactive tagging network and the re-
source tagging networks. For example, the tagging motiva-
tion of users is important to design tagging systems because
it affects the quality of the tagging results (Körner et al.
2010a). Second, understanding the user behaviors on the in-
teractive tagging network itself is important from the social
scientific point of view. To the best of our knowledge, there
are very few researches studying the interactive perspective
of the Twitter tagging network constructed from Twitter lists
(see Section 7 for related work). Third, there are potentially
a lot of applications using this user-tags-user data, such as
user recommendation, ads, and community discovery. Un-
derstanding user behaviors on the interactive tagging net-
work helps develop these applications.

Research questions. In this paper, we mainly address the
following three research questions:
• (RQ1) Contrast: What is the common patterns and the

difference between the interactive tagging network and
the resource tagging networks?

• (RQ2) Tagging reciprocity: Do users tag each other on
the interactive tagging network? And if so, to what extent?

• (RQ3) Tag vs. follow: What is the difference between the
two types of relationships on Twitter: who-tags-whom and
who-follows-whom?

To answer these questions, we study four million-scale net-
works; three tagging networks on Twitter, Flickr, and Deli-
cious, and a who-follows-whom network on Twitter.

Contributions. Our main contributions and findings are
summarized as follows:
• Pervasive patterns: We compare the three tagging net-

works on Twitter, Flickr, and Delicious to answer RQ1
(Contrast). Concretely, our main results include the fol-
lowings:
– Tagging power law: the interplay among three num-

bers representing user behaviors follows power law: the
number of tags used, the number of resources tagged,
and the out-degrees in the tagging network.

– Categorizers: most of Twitter users are categoriz-
ers (Körner et al. 2010b) who use tags for categorizing
resources, which is different from Flickr and Delicious
where the population splits into both categorizers and
describers who use tags for describing resources.

– Suspicious user accounts: there are much more users
with suspicious behaviors than those on Flickr and De-
licious.

These findings are derived from Figure 4 where the above
three numbers are plotted. We elaborate this figure in Sec-
tion 4.

• Interactive patterns: We study the interactive tagging
behaviors of users through investigating the Twitter tag-
ging network and the who-follows-whom network to an-
swer RQ2 (Tagging reciprocity) and RQ3 (Tag vs. fol-
low). We mainly find the following patterns/observations
in this part:
– In-out power law: the out-degree can be expressed as

a power law function of the in-degree.
– RM-equation: the probability of reciprocity can be

written as a logarithmic function of the multiplicity
which is the number of edges between two nodes.

– Friendship/subscription tags: there are (at least) two
types of tags: friendship tags that are used for organiz-
ing friends, and subscription tags that are used for sub-
scripting posts from famous users.

Outline. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We
first define the terminology and the settings for three RQs
in Section 2. Datasets used in this paper are described in
Section 3. Three tagging networks on Twitter, Flickr, and
Delicious are compared to answer RQ1 (Contrast) in Sec-
tion 4. The interactive tagging perspective of the Twitter
tagging network is explored to answer RQ2 (Tagging reci-
procity) and RQ3 (Tag vs. follow) in Section 5. We discuss
the implications and limitations of our study in Section 6.
We overview the related work from the standpoint of tag-
ging systems, user relationships, and Twitter lists in Section
7. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 8.

2 Definitions
A tagging network G

T

can be seen as a set of triplets (u, r, t)
which means that user u tags resource r by tag t. Also, a fol-
lowing network G

F

can be seen as a set of pairs (u, v) which
means that user u follows user v. Based on these networks,
we answer the research questions in the following settings:
Setting 1 (RQ1 - Contrast).
• Given: three tagging networks G

T1, G
T2, and G

T3,
• Find: the common patterns and the statistical differences

behind the three tagging networks.

Setting 2 (RQ2 - Tagging reciprocity).
• Given: an interactive tagging network G

T

,
• Find: the patterns of the tagging reciprocity. By the tag-

ging reciprocity, we mean the form of mutual relation-
ships between users in the tagging network.

Setting 3 (RQ3 - Tag vs. follow).
• Given: a tagging network G

T

and a following network
G

F

,
• Find: the patterns and the statistical relationships between

the tagging and the following.

Formally, a tagging network G

T

= (U,R, T ;E) is de-
fined as a directed multigraph where user nodes u 2 U and
resource nodes r 2 R are allowed to be connected by multi-
ple labeled edges e 2 E ⇢ U ⇥ R ⇥ T . Every labeled edge
e = (u, r, t) represents that user u tags resource r by tag
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Table 1: Details of datasets used for analysis of networks.
|U | |R| |E| |T |

Twitter (tagging) 7,021,966 7,021,966 20,203,951 1,860,400
Twitter (following) 7,021,966 - 432,349,661 -

Flickr 10% (Görlitz, Sizov, and Staab 2008) 32,085 2,840,444 11,534,706 294,209
Delicious 10% (Görlitz, Sizov, and Staab 2008) 52,909 2,620,910 14,091,441 451,925

t. Resource tagging networks are bipertite graphs, while the
interactive tagging network is not a bipertite graph because
U = R. A following network G

F

= (U ;E) is defined as
a directed simple graph where user nodes u 2 U are con-
nected by just one directed edge e 2 E ⇢ U ⇥ U . Every
edge represents that user u follows user v on the following
network.

3 Data
In this work, we use three tagging networks on Twitter,
Flickr, and Delicious, and one following network on Twit-
ter. The details of these networks are shown in Table 1.

Twitter tagging network. We first randomly sampled 1 mil-
lion seed users from the Twitter sample streams4 on Decem-
ber 2014. And then we collected two kinds of Twitter lists:
lists that are created by the seed users, and lists that the seed
users are added into as list members. Based on the collected
Twitter lists, we construct the Twitter tagging network as fol-
lows: if user u makes a list with a name t and adds user v
into the list, we make an edge from u to v with tag t. Con-
sequently, the Twitter tagging network has 7,021,966 nodes,
20,203,951 edges, and 1,860,400 tags.

Twitter following network. The following network on
Twitter, which is constructed from the who-follows-whom
relationships, can be directly collected using Twitter API.
We collected following and followed edges starting from
the same 1 million seed users on the Twitter tagging net-
work. To study exactly the same users as the tagging net-
work, we use the only edges among 7,021,966 users on the
tagging network. As a result, the Twitter following network
has 7,021,966 nodes and 432,349,661 edges. Note that the
following network is much denser than the tagging network.

Flickr. The Flickr tagging network is obtained from
(Görlitz, Sizov, and Staab 2008), which contains
319,686 users, 28,153,045 resources, 1,607,879 tags,
and 112,900,000 edges as a whole. We randomly sampled
10% of all users to adjust the scale of the network to the
Twitter tagging network. Consequently, the Flickr tagging
network has 32,085 users, 2,840,444 resources, 11,534,706
edges, and 294,209 tags.

Delicious. The Delicious tagging network is also obtained
from (Görlitz, Sizov, and Staab 2008), which contains
532,924 users, 17,262,671 resources, 2,481,103 tags, and
140,126,555 edges as a whole. We randomly sampled 10%
of all users in the same reason as Flickr. As a consequence,

4https://dev.twitter.com/streaming/reference/get/statuses/sample

the Delicious tagging network has 52,909 users, 2,620,910
resources, 14,091,441 edges, and 451,925 tags.

Reproducibility. Our datasets of Twitter tag-
ging and following networks are available at
http://dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.16267, and our code is
also available at http://github.com/yamaguchiyuto/icwsm15.
We can download Flickr and Delicious at the authors’ web
page of (Görlitz, Sizov, and Staab 2008).

4 Contrast - (RQ1)
In this section, we compare the Twitter tagging network with
the Flickr and the Delicious tagging networks. We are inter-
ested in the pervasive patterns behind the user behaviors on
all three tagging networks. To study the one-way resource
tagging perspective of the Twitter tagging network, we use
only the out-going edges from the 1 million seed users,
which amounts to 11,115,405 edges (55.0%).

4.1 Global statistics
Firstly, we study the global statistics of tagging networks to
compare the characteristics of the tagging results, namely,
in-/out-degree distributions and multiplicity distributions.
Multiplicity is the number of edges (i.e., tags) from a user
to a resource, which means how many times users tag the
same resources.

In-/out-degree distributions Is there any statistical differ-
ence among the degree distributions of three tagging net-
works? Figure 2 shows the log-log plots of in-/out-degree
distributions of three tagging networks. The x-axes of all
plots indicate the in-/out-degrees. The y-axes of the upper
three figures indicate the number of nodes with the corre-
sponding x-values, while those of the lower three figures in-
dicate the CCDF values.

It is observed that all distributions are long-tailed distri-
butions, especially, in-degree distributions seem to follow
power-law distributions (Faloutsos, Faloutsos, and Falout-
sos 1999). We also observe in the CCDF plots that the
slope of the in-degree distributions on Flickr is steeper than
those on Twitter and Delicious as shown by the black line,
which indicates that Twitter and Delicious are broad folk-
sonomy (Helic et al. 2012) while Flickr is a narrow folkson-
omy. A broad folksonomy is a tagging network where a lot of
users tag the same resources, while a narrow folksonomy is a
tagging network where one or a few users tag one resource,
especially their own resources.

Multiplicity How many times do users tag the same re-
source? Figure 3 shows the log-log plots of multiplicity dis-
tributions, where the x-axes indicate the multiplicity, while
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Figure 2: Contrast - degrees: Log-log plots of the in-/out-
degree distributions. Lower figures show the CCDF plots.
Twitter and Delicious are broad folksonomy where a lot of
users tag the same resources, while Flickr is a narrow folk-
sonomy where one or a few users tag one resource, which is
shown by the slopes of the CCDF of the in-degree distribu-
tions.

the y-axes indicate the frequency and the CCDF. Each point
corresponds to a pair of a user and a resource. It is shown
that all three distributions are long-tail distributions, mean-
ing there are a small number of pairs with extremely large
multiplicities. Note that there is a cut-off at x = 1, 000 on
Twitter because users are not allowed to create over 1,000
lists. In addition, we can see a spike at x = 20 on Twit-
ter, which is because of the past limitation that users cannot
create over 20 lists.

From the CCDF plots, we observe that the ratio of the
user-resource pairs with x = 1 on Twitter (90%) is much
larger than that of Flickr and Delicious (10%), which is also
shown by the plateaus on Flickr and Delicious in the up-
per figures. This can be explained by the tagging motiva-
tions of users. It is said that there are mainly two types of
users with different tagging motivations: categorizers and
describers (Körner et al. 2010b; 2010a). Categorizers tend to
tag one resource just once (i.e., x = 1) because they want to
explicitly categorize resources with a small number of tags
for later browsing, while describers tend to tag one resource
multiple times (i.e., x > 1) because they want to describe re-
sources in detail for later retrieval. Most of Twitter users tag
the same resource just once, indicating majorities of Twitter
users are categorizers.

There are a large number of Twitter users with large mul-
tiplicities (e.g., over 100). These users are likely to be spam
user accounts because regular users are not motivated to tag
the same resource so many times. This issue about suspi-
cious behaviors is discussed in the next subsection more
carefully.

4.2 Individual behaviors
Is there any pervasive pattern behind the individual behav-
iors on all three tagging networks? Next we investigate the
tagging behaviors of individual users in detail. Let T

u

⇢ T

be the set of tags user u used, R
u

⇢ R be the set of resources

Figure 3: Contrast - multiplicity: Log-log plots of multi-
plicity distributions. Lower three figures show the CCDF
plots. A lot of user-resource pairs on Twitter (90%) have
only one edge between them (x = 1), while those on Flickr
and Delicious are less (10%), which is also shown by the
plateaus on Flickr and Delicious. This result indicates that
Twitter users tag one resource just once in most cases, while
Flickr and Delicious users are more likely to tag the same
resources multiple times.

user u tagged, and d

u

be the out-degree of user u. The in-
terplay of these three measures tells us how users behave
on the tagging networks. For example, categorizers tend to
tag a lot of resources with a limited number of tags (i.e.,
|R

u

| >> |T

u

|).
Figure 4 show the scatter plots of all combinations of two

out of three measures. Each point corresponds to one user.
Black stars show the mean values corresponding to the log-
bins, and the red line shows the fitted curve of the mean
values by the least square error.

Strikingly, these data are all explained very well by the
power law function except for the deviation of the mean val-
ues observed on Twitter5. This means that there is the perva-
sive pattern behind the user behaviors across the networks.
The exponent and the intercept tell us much about the user
behaviors on these tagging networks. For example, on the
middle three figures, although all the exponents are close to
one, the intercepts are different from each other, indicating
that the average number of tags assigned to one resource is
different (1.11 on Twitter, 2.33 on Flickr, and 2.96 on Deli-
cious).

These all plots indicate there are a lot of categorizers on
Twitter, while the user population splits into the categoriz-
ers and describers on Flickr and Delicious. It is shown from
these figures that there are many points with |R

u

| >> |T

u

|,
|R

u

| = d

u

, and d

u

>> |T

u

| on Twitter. If user u tags a lot
of resources with a small number of tags, the values |R

u

|

and d

u

are much larger than |T

u

|, which indicates that user
u is a categorizer who wants to maintain its vocabulary size
small. Moreover, user u with |R

u

| = d

u

does not tag the
same resource more than once, which also indicates that the

5We ignore the deviations observed on Twitter when fitting to
better capture the trends
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Figure 4: Contrast - behaviors: Scatter plots of the individual behaviors on three tagging networks. Each point represents one
user. Black stars show the mean values corresponding to the log-bins, and red lines show the fitted power law curve by the
least square error. There are much more categorizers who have values |R

u

| = d

u

>> |T

u

| on Twitter than those on Flickr and
Delicious. Also, we can observe unnatural point clouds on Twitter that have values |T

u

| = d

u

>> |R

u

|.

user wants to explicitly categorize them. This is understand-
able result because Twitter lists are originally introduced for
organizing posts from other users (Kim et al. 2010).

As we can clearly see, there are unnatural point clouds
in the scatter plots of Twitter. Specifically, we observe three
point clouds on Twitter: (a) 102  |T

u

|  10

3 and 10

0


|R

u

|  10

2 in the upper-left figure, (b) 100  |R

u

|  10

1

and 10

2
 d

u

 10

3 in the middle-left figure, and (c) 102 

d

u

 10

3 and 10

2
 |T

u

|  10

3 in the lower-left figure.
These points illustrate the existence of the suspicious user
accounts that use an extremely large number of tags, and tag
a few resources many times (|T

u

| = d

u

>> |R

u

|). We will
discuss this issue in Section 6.

4.3 Findings
The patterns/observations we found in this section are sum-
marized as follows:

Pattern 1 (Tagging power law). On all three tagging net-
works, the interplay among the three measures of user be-
haviors follows the power law:

|R

u

| = A1 · |Tu

|

↵1 (1)
d

u

= A2 · |Ru

|

↵2 (2)
|T

u

| = A3 · d
↵3
u

(3)

All the constants on three tagging networks are illustrated in
Figure 4.

Observation 1 (Categorizers). Most of Twitter users are
categorizers who use tags for categorizing resources, which
is different from Flickr and Delicious where the population
splits into categorizers and describers who use tags for de-
scribing resources (Figures 3 and 4).

Observation 2 (Suspicious users). There are a lot of sus-
picious user accounts on Twitter (Figure 4).

Observation 3 (Broad folksonomy). The Twitter tagging
network is a broad folksonomy where a lot of users tag the
same resource, which is similar to Delicious but different
from Flickr (Figure 2).

5 Interactive patterns
In this section, we study the interactive tagging perspec-
tives of the Twitter tagging network, where users can tag
each other. To answer RQ2 (Tagging reciprocity), we first
explore the tagging reciprocity of users in the Twitter tag-
ging network. Next we analyze the relationship between the
tagging and following behaviors on Twitter to answer RQ3
(Tag vs. follow). Note that in this section we use the whole
Twitter tagging network described in Table 1.
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5.1 Tagging reciprocity - (RQ2)
The tagging reciprocity plays a crucial role to study the in-
teractive tagging network because users can tag other users
and can be tagged by them at the same time.

In-/out-degree correlation If a user is actively tagged by
other users, is that user also active for tagging? In other
words, is there any correlation between in-degrees and out-
degrees on the tagging network? Figure 5 shows the log-
binned plot of the result. The x-axis shows in-degree val-
ues, while the y-axis indicates the mean out-degree values of
users of the corresponding bins. Blue dots represent the data,
and the red line shows the curve fitted by the least square er-
ror.

The result demonstrates that users who are tagged many
times tend to tag a lot of other users. One possible explana-
tion of this is that users tagged a lot may perceive the usage
of the Twitter lists and start to use lists. Another explanation
is that users use tags (i.e., Twitter lists) as the communi-
cation tool. If it is the case, users who are tagged by their
friends are likely to tag their friends back, which is indeed
observed in the next two subsections.

The interesting point is that the fitted curve shown as the
red line is a power law function with the exponent < 1. An-
other interesting point is that although the exponent is less
than 1, it is still growing after x = 100. This is surpris-
ing because it indicates that famous users who are tagged
more than 100 times (only 0.05% of all population) are more
likely to be active for tagging than regular users. By looking
into the data, we observe that, for example, famous news ac-
counts that are tagged a lot tend to make lists and add other
informative accounts into their lists. Although this is the
first study to show the in-/out-pattern described as a power
law function, this correlation itself between in-degrees and
out-degrees is also observed in the Twitter following net-
work (Java et al. 2007) and in the Facebook wall (Saez-
Trumper, Nettleton, and Baeza-Yates 2011), which suggests
that the correlation between in-coming and out-going ac-
tions is pervasive in social networks.

Reciprocity vs. multiplicity If user u tags v, how likely
does v tag u back? Does the reciprocity probability increase
if users are tagged multiple times by the same user? To study
the interplay between the reciprocity and the multiplicity, we
compute the RP@m, which is the reciprocity probability as
a function of the multiplicity values.

Figure 6 shows the log-binned plot of the result, where the
x-axis indicates the multiplicity in the log scale, while the
y-axis shows the RP@m values of the corresponding bins.
Blue dots represent the data, and the red line shows the fit-
ted curve by the least square error. There are two trends in
this figure; RP@m clearly increases logarithmically before
x = 20 as shown by the fitted curve, but it goes down after
that and reaches y = 0. The result indicates that users are
more likely to tag back other users if they are tagged more,
but less likely to tag back if they are tagged too much. This
implies that friends tag each other multiple times (but up to
20), while spam accounts unidirectionally tag the targets too
much but they never get reciprocated.

Figure 5: In-out power law: Log-binned plot of the in-/out-
degrees. The y values indicate the mean out-degrees of the
corresponding bins. The red curve represents the fitted curve
by the least square error. Users who are actively tagged by
other users tend to be active for tagging. This trend is also
true even for famous users who are tagged more than 100
times (0.05% of all population).

Figure 6: RP@m: Log-binned plot of the reciprocity prob-
ability as a function of the multiplicity (RP@m). The red
curve represents the fitted curve by the least square error.
There are two trends; RP@m clearly increases logarithmi-
cally before x = 20 as shown by the fitted curve, but it
goes down after that and reaches y = 0, which indicates
that users are more likely to tag other users back if they are
tagged more, but less likely to reciprocate if they are tagged
too much.

Reciprocity vs. tags Which kind of tags are more likely to
be reciprocated? In this subsection we compute the RP@t,
which is the reciprocity probability as a function of tags.
That is, RP@t indicates how likely a user tags back another
if the latter tags the former by tag t.

Table 2 shows the RP@t values of the top 20 frequent tags
and their lift which is the ratio of RP@t against the over-
all reciprocity probability (= 0.046). Tags in this table are
sorted by their occurrence frequency. Interestingly, tags re-
lated to the friendship (e.g., friends and faves) have large
lift values. In contrast, tags related to the information topics
(e.g., news, music, and sports) have small lift values. For ex-
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Table 2: RP@t of the top 20 frequent tags. RP@t is the
reciprocity probability as a function of tags. Lift is the ra-
tio of RP@t to the overall reciprocity probability (= 0.046).
The representative friendship tag friends has 15 times larger
value of RP@t than that of the representative subscription
tag news.

Tags Freq. RP@t Lift
news 64,261 0.005 0.105

my-favstar-fm-list 49,743 0.132 2.897
music 23,473 0.011 0.247

bot 22,406 0.004 0.079
friends 21,723 0.070 1.537
sports 18,962 0.006 0.130

noticias 18,500 0.003 0.067
media 14,120 0.013 0.283
amigos 13,575 0.036 0.785
politics 9,345 0.013 0.291

list 8,301 0.054 1.193
tech 8,249 0.013 0.295

social-media 7,701 0.034 0.752
football 6,788 0.020 0.435

entertainment 5,742 0.007 0.143
travel 5,669 0.025 0.548
sport 5,651 0.005 0.100

deportes 5,644 0.002 0.038
business 5,389 0.017 0.377

faves 5,187 0.131 2.880

Table 3: Tag-follow disagreement: Approximately 40% of
user relationships on the tagging network is missing on the
following network.

Type Prob.
w/ direction 0.590
w/o direction 0.621

ample, friendship tag friends has 15 times larger RP@t value
than subscription tag news.

This result implies that there are (at least) two types of
tags: friendship tags and subscription tags. The friendship
tags seem to be used for maintaining friendships, while the
subscription tags seem to be used for subscribing posts from
famous users related to the corresponding topics. In the next
section, we look at this point from another angle, namely,
the relationship between the tagging and following.

5.2 Tag vs. follow - (RQ3)
In this section, we answer the RQ3 (Tag vs. follow) through
the analyses of the relationship between the tagging and the
following. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study
to analyze the overlaid network of the tagging and following
on Twitter.

Tag-follow agreement Do the tagging network and the
following network agree with each other with regard to their
structures? In other words, how likely does user u follow v

on the following network if u tags v on the tagging network?
Table 3 shows the result, where two types of probabilities

Table 4: Forward and mutual ratio of the top 20 frequent
tags. The overall ratios are Mutual = 0.549 and Forward
= 0.213.

Tags Mutual Forward
news 0.096 0.479

my-favstar-fm-list 0.561 0.132
music 0.213 0.386

bot 0.351 0.132
friends 0.578 0.210
noticias 0.092 0.555
sports 0.086 0.536
media 0.196 0.443
amigos 0.327 0.420
politics 0.265 0.345

list 0.415 0.232
tech 0.166 0.435

social-media 0.415 0.191
football 0.140 0.445

entertainment 0.118 0.418
travel 0.309 0.286
sport 0.085 0.513

deportes 0.087 0.491
business 0.324 0.257

faves 0.608 0.128

are reported. The upper is the probability that user u follows
v conditioned by the fact that u tags v on the tagging net-
work, that is, it considers the edge direction. The lower is
the probability that u follows v or v follows u conditioned
by the fact that u tags v, that is, it does not consider the di-
rection of following edges. It is shown that approximately
40% of user relationships on the tagging network is miss-
ing on the following network, in other words, the tagging
and the following networks disagree with each other in their
structures. This is surprising because the number of edges in
the tagging network is much less than the number of edges
in the following network.

Following patterns If user u tags v by tag t, does u uni-
directionally follows v? Or do u and v mutually follow each
other? The former pattern is referred to as forward, while the
latter is referred to as mutual. Here we compute the forward
ratio and the mutual ratio. The forward ratio is the proba-
bility that user u unidirectionally follows user v under the
condition that u tags v, while the mutual ratio is the proba-
bility that u and v follow each other under the condition that
u tags v.

Table 4 shows the mutual and the forward ratios of the
top 20 frequent tags. We can see that friendship tags (e.g.,
friends and faves) have large mutual ratio, while subscription
tags (e.g., news and sports) have small mutual ratio. This
result means that users are likely to be mutual friends on
the following network if one user tags another by friendship
tags. In contrast to friendship tags, even if a user tags another
by subscription tags, the latter will not follow the former.

Figure 7 plots these ratios of the top 30 frequent tags. The
x-axis indicates the mutual ratio, while the y-axis shows the
forward ratio. Each blue dot represents each tag, and the red
line shows the fitted line by the least square error. We can
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Figure 7: Gap in behaviors: Plot of the forward and the
mutual ratios of the top 30 frequent tags. Each blue dot rep-
resents each tag, and the red line shows the fitted line by
the least square error. There is a clear gap around x = 0.5,
which separates friendship tags and subscription tags.

see that the data is well explained by the fitted line. Interest-
ingly, we observe that there is a clear gap around x = 0.5,
which indicates that friendship tags and subscription tags are
clearly separated in terms of the following patterns. Indeed,
representative subscription tags celebs and sports are on the
left-hand side, while friendship tags friends and favs are on
the right-hand side.

5.3 Findings
In summary, we found the following pattens/observations
through investigating the tagging and following networks on
Twitter:
Pattern 2 (In-out power law). The tagging activeness (i.e.,
out-degree) can be written as a power-law function of the
number of times users are tagged (i.e., in-degree) as follows:

d

out

= A · d

↵

in

(4)

where d
out

and d

in

are the out-degree and the in-degree, re-
spectively. Specifically, the constants on the Twitter tagging
network are A = 4.83 and ↵ = 0.856. Interestingly, this
trend is also applicable for famous users (0.05% of all pop-
ulation) who are tagged more than 100 times (Figure 5).
Pattern 3 (RM-equation). User u is more likely to tag user
v back if v tags u more, which is expressed as the following
equation:

r = � · logm+B (5)
where r is the reciprocity probability, and m is the multiplic-
ity. This trend is in the region m < 20. It is reversed after
that and reaches r = 0, which may be caused by anoma-
lous users. The constants are � = 0.170 and B = 0.044 on
Twitter (Figure 6).
Pattern 4 (FM-equation). There is a linear relationship be-
tween the forward ratio and the mutual ratio as follows:

m = � · f + C (6)

where m is the mutual ratio and f is the forward ratio. The
forward ratio denotes how likely user u unidirectionally fol-
lows user v if u tags v, while the mutual ratio denotes how
likely u and v follow each other if u tags v. On Twitter, the
constants are � = �0.715 and C = 0.545 (Figure 7).
Observation 4 (Friendship/subscription tags). There are
two types of tags: friendship and subscription tags. Friend-
ship tags are used for organizing friends, while subscrip-
tion tags are used for subscripting posts from famous users.
There is a clear gap around x = 0.5 in Figure 7, which
separates these two types of tags.
Observation 5 (Tag-follow disagreement). A large part
(40%) of user relationships on the tagging network are not
present on the following network in spite of the fact that the
number of edges on the following network is much larger
than that of the tagging network (Table 3).

6 Discussion
We have revealed several underlying patterns of the interac-
tive tagging network so far. In this section, we discuss the
additional implications and the limitations of this work.

Additional implications. As we mentioned in the earlier
section, we observe that there are a large number of suspi-
cious user behaviors on Twitter. For example, we can see the
extremely large multiplicity values (Figure 3) and the unnat-
ural point clouds (Figure 4). These results imply that there
are a lot of spam accounts on Twitter compared to Flickr and
Delicious. We indeed observe many spams that create a lot
of lists with meaningless names (e.g., 500 lists named from
list-1 to list-500), which may be made by scripts. Although
understanding the motivations of these spam accounts is an
open problem, we can manually spot them by looking into
the abnormal point clouds in Figure 4, which results in more
quality folksonomy outcome.

From the result of the tag-follow disagreement, we would
say that it is not enough to analyze only the following net-
work for studying user interactions on Twitter. Approxi-
mately 40% of Twitter users do not follow other users if they
create a list and add other users into the list, especially if they
use subscription tags (Table 4). This means that we are ig-
noring a large part of subscription or information collection
relationships between famous users and ordinary users on
Twitter if we only study the following network.

Limitations. First, we studied the behaviors of only users
who use Twitter lists. Hence, the following question remains
as an open question: what is the difference between behav-
iors of users who use Twitter lists and those who do not?
Second, we simply modeled the Twitter lists as the tagging
network where an edge from user u to user v by tag t means
that u makes a list with name t and adds v as a member of
the list. However, there is another rich feature of the Twit-
ter lists. Twitter users can subscribe lists that are created by
other users. By analyzing this rich feature of the Twitter lists,
we may be able to evaluate the quality and the credibility of
the list creators. Third, we focused on the network analysis
of the tagging networks in this paper, meaning that the se-
mantics of tags itself is not investigated. Although these lim-
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itations may lead to several interesting open questions about
the Twitter list itself, we believe our study discovered impor-
tant and general inter-network and within-network patterns
of the interactive tagging network.

7 Related Work
We survey the related work in the areas of social tagging,
user relationships, and Twitter lists.

Social tagging. There are numerous social tagging systems
like Flickr and Delicious, which have been studied for years.
(Golder and Huberman 2006) studied several aspects of De-
licious, which is the representative social tagging system.
For example, they reported that the growth of the number of
tags users used reflects the transition of the users’ interests.
(Halpin, Robu, and Shepherd 2007) showed that the distri-
bution of use of tags for popular web pages on Delicious
follow the power law distribution, which often emerge in the
complex systems. They also proposed a generative model to
understand the dynamics of tag usage. (Li, Guo, and Zhao
2008) and (Yin et al. 2011) studied the user interests on the
social tagging systems based on the assumption that users
tend to tag the resources they are interested in. They both
proposed different methods to model the user interests. The
motivation of users for social tagging has been investigated
in a line of research (Heckner, Heilemann, and Wolff 2009;
Strohmaier, Körner, and Kern 2010; Körner et al. 2010a;
2010b). It has been shown that the tagging motivation differs
not only across the social tagging systems, but also within
the tagging systems. Although these studies have success-
fully revealed several characteristics underlying the resource
tagging networks, they are different from our work in that we
focus on the interactive tagging network where users can tag
each other.

User relationships. We can associate with other people in
various kinds of social networks. (Adamic et al. 2011) per-
formed the qualitative and quantitative survey of the rela-
tionships between two types of user interactions: friend-
ship and trust. They concluded that close friendship includes
high-level trust, while the latter can be achieved without
the former. (Leskovec, Huttenlocher, and Kleinberg 2010b)
studied the interplay between the positive and the negative
links in terms of the social balance and the social status.
They also proposed a method for predicting the sign of
links based on their findings in (Leskovec, Huttenlocher, and
Kleinberg 2010a). (Hopcroft, Lou, and Tang 2011) investi-
gated the reciprocity on the Twitter following network and
proposed a method for predicting the reciprocity. (Barbieri,
Bonchi, and Manco 2014) proposed a generative model to
explain why users follow other users using hashtags on Twit-
ter. These research differs from ours in that they do not focus
on the explicit tags exchanged between users.

Twitter lists. (Kim et al. 2010) studied the basic character-
istics of Twitter lists, and reported that Twitter users can be
classified into topics using Twitter lists. Twitter lists have
been used to achieve several applications, such as infer-
ring user demographics (Yamaguchi, Amagasa, and Kita-
gawa 2011), analyzing user communications in different cat-

egories (Wu et al. 2011), and recommendations (Rakesh et
al. 2014). To the best of our knowledge, (Zhao and Ram
2011) is the only study that analyzes the user interactions in
the Twitter tagging network. However, it differs from ours in
that it focuses on just the triadic closure.

8 Conclusion
In this work, we studied the interactive tagging network on
Twitter, which is constructed by Twitter lists. Users on the
interactive tagging network can tag each other, in contrast to
the resource tagging networks (e.g., Flickr and Delicious).
Our contributions in this paper are summarized as follows:
• Pervasive patterns: We compare three tagging networks

on Twitter, Flickr, and Delicious to find the pervasive pat-
terns and the statistical differences among them (Section
4). Our main results include: tagging power law (Pattern
1; Equations 1, 2, and 3), categorizers (Observation 1),
suspicious users (Observation 2), and broad folksonomy
(Observation 3).

• Interactive patterns: We investigated the interactive tag-
ging perspective of the Twitter tagging network (Section
5). We found several patterns/observations of the user in-
teractions, namely, in-out power law (Pattern 2; Equation
4), RM-equation (Pattern 3; Equation 5), FM-equation
(Pattern 4; Equation 6), friendship/subscription tags (Ob-
servation 4), and tag-follow disagreement (Observation
5).
Our future work includes the analysis of the information

diffusion pattern using the tagging network where edges are
labeled by tags. If we know the reason why user A follows
B based on the tags A assigned to B (e.g., A is interested in
B’s tweets about politics), we can identify the topic-specific
information flow on the network. In addition, we plan to de-
velop a generative model of the interactive tagging between
users, which leads to a deeper understanding of the user be-
haviors.
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